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Abstract.The spread of mobile devices with several sensors, together with mobile communication, provides huge volumes of real-time data (big data) about
users’ mobility habits, which should be correctly analysed to extract useful
knowledge. In our research we explore a data mining approach based on a Naïve
Bayes (NB) classifier applied to different sources of big data. To achieve this
goal, we propose a methodology based on four processes that collects data and
merges different data sources into pre-defined data classes. We can apply this
methodology to different big data sources and extract a diversity of knowledge
that can be applied to the development of dedicated applications and decision
processes in the area of intelligent transportation systems, such as route advice,
CO2 emissions reduction through fuel savings, and provision of smart advice for
public transportation usage.
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Introduction

Knowledge discovery (KD) from the big data available in databases has been explored with success in several areas, and usually is better known through the more popular term “data mining” [1]. Data mining (DM) allows the search for knowledge in
large volumes of data [2] and it has been applied to different areas to discover hidden
profitable patterns in databases (business opportunities). It is also applied in major research areas, as the example of application in bioinformatics, in genomics and proteomics identification [3].
Some works on this novel research area include traffic analysis and prediction [4],
road accidents analysis [4], driver behaviour prediction [6], and range prediction for
electric vehicles [7]. This paper is oriented to establish a working methodology that can
reuse processes and algorithms in many cases of KD from the big data available from
tracking users’ mobility activity. This goal results from our experience in several mobility projects, where the DM processes can be reused, avoiding the costs associated to
the development of solutions to new problems from scratch. The intention is to create
a tool tailored to the increasing data available in the mobility area, which can be used
with little effort in different application cases.
adfa, p. 1, 2011.
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This information can be easily collected from mobile devices or based on commercial products. Our work on mobile devices uses GPS and accelerometer sensor data to
passively track the users’ mobility activity, as described in Section 2. This is a personalized data tracking process from where we can extract useful knowledge related with
user mobility habits, like the transportation mode (bus, train, car, bike, walking or other)
and carrier number associated, identify main mobility patterns, and generate a mobility
invoice. Passive tracking of user activity using mobile devices [8] has been used in a
diversity of studies applied to activity recognition [9] and transportation mode detection
[10], among others [11][12]. Through the proposed approach, our goal is to establish a
common process to handle the collected data into a diversity of KD, in order to facilitate
the development of dedicated applications for intelligent transportation systems (ITS).
This approach also allows the joining and aligning of the work of field experts on
generating the mobility big data with mining experts, in order to better extract
knowledge from the collected data. This can be achieved by data discretization in predefined classes, performed by these field experts. This approach can also be applied for
non-professional cases, such as personal data tracking, allowing its extension to the
mobility habits of millions of users just by carrying cell phones in their pockets. User
data privacy from this tracking activity is an important concern that increases in the
context of big data. Thus, all personalized information concerning user mobility is
stored in a central database with security parameters (login, encryption). Although we
have individual data regarding users’ movements, the only personalized information
stored is the user email to exchange information.
The main contribution this paper is a common approach of Naïve Bayes (NB) application for KD, based on the normalization of different collected mobility data into predefined classes and sub-classes, which can be used for a diversity of mobility applications developed in a mashup approach. This approach makes possible an increase in the
number of available, dedicated or personalized ITS applications, because the development is facilitated by the use of common parts and processes.
The next section presents the proposed work methodology. Section 3 presents examples of application development based on KD from mobile device data. Finally, in
Section 4 we highlight the main conclusions.
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Work Methodology

To extract knowledge we need a proper methodology to work with the big data generated by different sources. Due to analytical needs and the huge amount of data generated, this is a field in which it is possible to apply KD [13] based on a DM approach.
The work methodology proposed in this paper involves four main processes:
1 – Data collection process associated with data cleaning (outliers identification and
removal), using a common approach based on a dedicated data transformation;
2 – Data discretization process into predefined classes with the goal of data uniformization among different data collection conditions;
3 – Data discretization into sub-classes;
4 – KD based on a DM process.

23 Pre-Defined Classes Data Measurements Available from Mobile Device
Events created based
on two consecutive data
measurements

Straight - Class C1
Smooth - Class C2

Straight |Δα| < 0.1 ms-2
Smooth |Δα| = [0.1 ; 0.5] ms-2
Rough |Δα| = [0.5 ; 2] ms

Vertical
Measurement (Z)

Rough - Class C3
Very Rough - Class C4

-2

Very Rough |Δα| > 2 ms-2

Accelerometer
Measurements

Straight - Class C5
Smooth - Class C6
Transversal
Measurement (X)

Rough - Class C7
Very Rough - Class C8
speed
Straight
- (inertial speed movement)

Values for sample time of ten
seconds (configurable parameter)

Longitudinal
Measurement (Y)

Class C9 - PT stop
Location
Class C10 - Non PT stop
(GPS)
Not zero Class C11 – Inertial Movement
Zero

Positive –acceleration – Class C12
Smooth

Rough

Negative –breaking – Class C13
Positive extreme acceleration – Class C14

Negative –extreme breaking – Class C15
From 0 to 10 km/h – Class C16
From 10 to 30 km/h – Class C17
Note: Public

Speed

Transportation (PT)

From 30 to 60 km/h – Class C18
From 60 to 90 km/h – Class C19

Day Time Period
Data and Time
GPS Measurements

Class C21
Class C22 - Date
Class C23

Above 90 km/h – Class C20

Fig. 1. Information about the creation of predefined classes and sub-classes based on a discretization process, with details for mobile device sensor data events creation based on 23 predefined data classes.

The first process, which varies from case to case, is responsible for the collection of
huge amounts of data (big data). To show the application of the proposed methodology
we use data from mobile device sensors. For testing purposes, we use data from 50
Lisbon area users, in a period corresponding to the first six months of 2013. The first
phase involves the identification of outliers to reduce the number of records. Inconsistent data is also removed during this phase [14], where we remove distant data points
based on statistical measurements. Process 2 consists on data transformation into predefined classes. This is a process that is specific to each case study. Taking into account
the mobile device sensor data, Fig. 1 shows the 23 predefined classes (C1 to C23).
These classes are created based on accelerometer measurements in the three orientation
axis, as well as additional GPS data. The accelerometers’ data is divided into three
dimensions: Z (vertical) is the upright direction; Y (longitudinal) is the direction of
movement and X (transversal) is the horizontal direction. The transformation process
to merge original data into these predefined classes uses information of two consecutive
accelerometer data measurements, where the data value difference is classified into four
scales (as shown in the left box of Fig. 1). This number of scales (four) is a compromise
between diversity and complexity, as selected based on an analysis of several tested
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Fig. 2. Accelerometer data transformation process from collected data to predefined classes:
(a) C1 to C4, based on X-axis accelerometer measurements; (b) C5 to C8, based on X-axis accelerometer measurements (data from an aggressive driver and a smooth driver);
(c) C9 to C15, based on Y-axis accelerometer measurements.

cases (ranging from two to nine scales). Fig. 2 shows the creation of data events (measurements performed by the tracking device or application in a sampling period). These
data events can be allocated to a specific route or not. All of these data events are allocated into predefined classes. Classes C1 to C4 are based on accelerometer data on the
Z-axis. This data can be used to identify, together with the GPS coordinates, the position of potholes and speed bumps. Classes C5 to C8 are based on accelerometer data
on the X-axis. Fig. 2 (b) shows data from an aggressive driver, with aggressive left and
right turns. For the Y direction (Fig. 2 (c)), we divide these data events into thirteen
classes: C9 when the speed is close to zero and the GPS coordinates match a public
transportation stop; C10 when the speed is close to zero and the GPS coordinates do
not match a public transportation stop; C11 when the speed is different from zero, which
means inertial movement. The other events are used to identify moderate or aggressive
acceleration and braking events. Speed values are taken from:
ܸ௬ ሾ݇  ͳሿ ൌ ܸ௬ ሾ݇ሿ  ܽݐ௬ ሾ݇ሿǡ
(1)

Fig. 3. Simplified process to generate route paths in geo-referenced graphs.

where, t is the elapsed time between samples, k is the sampling time and ay is the measurement of acceleration in the Y-axis. The speed data is transformed into classes C9,
C10, C11 and C16 to C20.
GPS data is also transformed in this process to route graph data, due to our interest
in the route trajectories. This process eliminates the error associated to the GPS measurements and allows the saving of storage space. Each road is represented by its corners,
and we match the GPS coordinates against the nearest road corner. As shown in Fig. 3,
for the first GPS data collected we need to look for the nearest road corner located
inside a circle centered on the current GPS position. We calculate the distances to these
six corners (1 to 6) and choose the smallest one, which in this case is the corner number
1. This process is repeated several times, forming a route. After that, we use this route
in a graph to perform the matching against other routes. The developed system adds
more GPS nodes than those shown in Fig. 3, because each road corner generates a node,
but for simplification purposes we show only nodes from the main roads. With this
process, we can store route trajectories in a graph for future processing, where a circular
distance function with a predefined radius is used from the current user position to route
the graph trajectory.
Process 3 consists in the class discretization into sub-classes. This step can be applied to continuous or discrete data with the aim of dividing the collected data into
sub-classes. Due to the diversity of application cases we present multiple options to the
user so he may decide the best one to apply. This discretization process can be based
on Heuristics, applied based on [15]: (1) Predefined criteria; (2) Equal area clustering
method; (3) Data population division based on percentage.
Process 4 is oriented to KD based on the predefined sub-classes, to use a common
approach developed as a tool for easy usage. Since the classes and related sub-classes
are similar from case to case, the same approach is applied to different cases of
knowledge extraction. We implement a NB algorithm that we use to extract different
knowledge based on big data allocated in our predefined class. In both cases, the same
NB approach is applied using the predefined class and sub-classes. This tool was developed on top of Microsoft SQL Server 2008R2 with SSIS (SQL Server Integration
Services), SSAS (Microsoft SQL Server Analysis Services) and SEMMA (Sample, Explore, Modify, Model and Assess), but others platforms are possible, such as the following open source platforms: Rapid Miner [16], Weka [17] or R [18].
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Application Based on KD from Mobile Device Data

Mobile devices are a rich source of mobility data because users carry them all the
time. In this section we present the developed applications based on this data acquisition
process and the proposed KD methodology. Technical development details are omitted
because we are interested in the idea expressed by the proposed methodology, the usage
of a common approach and the reuse of processes:
1) User Mobility Patterns: Other knowledge can be extracted from this mobile device
sensor data, like the information of where persons spend their time at several distinct
locations throughout the day: home, work, shopping centers, restaurants, etc. From
the data that we have collected, we are particularly interested in identifying locations where people spend a great deal of time, and associate these locations with
information about the environment obtained from geographic information system
data sources. All GPS data is stored in a user mobility profile, in a cloud database,
with the information about time and routes (XML graph with time and GPS coordinates). It is possible to present the route representation for that month with associated information of the transportation mode, the number of times the route was performed, and also the temporal periods. Thus, it is possible to represent the time that
a user spent in a month in these locations. This information represents the user mobility activity captured by the mobile device sensors.
2) Traffic Information - My Traffic Info App: Based on the speed and location information (GPS data), it is possible to identify traffic situations as conditions that
occur on road networks as the number of vehicles increase and are characterized by
slower speeds and longer trip times. From the information of a current road (matching of position against available routes), it is possible to check traffic situations using the relation of current speed divided by the maximum road speed (we call this
ratio Vt). The system tries to classify this traffic into four classes: (1) Green if the
user’s average Vt is above 0.25; (2) Yellow for average Vt between 0.1 and 0.25;
(3) Red when the average Vt is below 0.1; (4) Black when average Vt is zero. We
disregard Vt = 0 at public transportation stops if transportation mode is a public
transportation, as well as at road intersections, because we assume (for simplification purposes) the existence of a traffic light on each road intersection. To avoid this
we would need the GPS coordinates of the traffic lights, which are taken from road
graph information. There may be times where the number of online users is small,
which results in a reduction of information in the user database. Thus, it is necessary
to use external information from traffic web services. The current average speed
information of the users in a given route is used as input in the route advisor. Taking
into account the traffic KD and since we have all users’ positions in a graph, it is
possible, based on a Dijkstra's algorithm [19], to propose alternative routes in a realtime approach, where we minimize the time between all possible graph nodes to
reach the final destination. Since we stored past user routes based on the current
user position, it is possible to generate personalized traffic alerts when traffic happened on users’ past taken routes. We illustrate the app usage with a small example:
The user A in the morning period always follows a certain route to go to work. As
he starts the driving process, the system knows his position by GPS information,

and a traffic situation is detected three blocks away in his usual route. The app alerts
the user on his mobile device, and the application shows an alternative route. We
are aware of the danger of the use of a mobile device while driving, but this problem
can be overcome with upcoming device interoperability standards that offer integration between a Smartphone and a car's infotainment system, such as MirrorLink
[20]. The result is My Traffic Info, is an Android App that uses traffic KD and the
information about a past route driven, in order to present traffic alerts to the driver
and, based on a developed real-time route planner [19], propose an alternative route.
3) Road Classification Application and Potholes Identification: Accelerometer
vertical measurement (Z-axis) can give out important information about road conditions. It is possible to identify potholes and, with GPS coordinates, mark them in
a road map. This application ensures road surface quality assessment in a continuous monitoring process, and can be important information for road authorities and
drivers. Road quality can be used as an input parameter of router planning. Basically, this detection process uses Z data from accelerometer (see Fig 2 (a)) and looks
for an initial decrease of this Z-acceleration of more than 1.5 ms-2 (this value was
selected based on the study of several cases) followed by an increase. It is possible
to classify the severity of a pothole based on this Z-axis acceleration value and duration. When these events are detected, the GPS coordinates are stored for geographic representation. It is possible to identify the road side associated to the pothole based on the movement direction, and the GPS measurement error is reduced
because we use data from multiple users. This application classifies the roads based
on predefined criteria, like the number of potholes, and these are divided into three
severity scales (small, medium and big) using the Z-axis accelerometer difference
between two consecutive measurements.
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Conclusions

Tracking user activity and associated mobility is available at low costs through the
possibility of using mobile device sensor information. The data generated is huge and
has great impact in the study of user mobility habits. In this research we show different
applications of this big data tracking using a common mining approach for knowledge
discovery (KD), which can be used for specific applications, based on predefined classes and sub-classes. The proposed work methodology provides a bridge between field
experts in data collection and data mining (DM). This framework needs to be improved
with more case experiences, but it is one of the first steps towards the establishing of a
semi-automatic approach to KD in big data and a mashup approach for intelligent transportation systems web applications. Another important issue is the connection among
these applications and others, in order to share knowledge and data. User tracking data
is important for public transportation planning, and even for advertisement applications,
because the information can be automatically personalized based on location and time.
Other DM algorithm approaches can be applied, but the Naïve Bayes (NB) classifier
has a simplified common approach application. The proposed methodology can be applied to different big data sources. Another important issue is the diversity of mobility

applications that can be easily developed using all this mobile device data. One example
is a mobility invoice system, as a tool for citizens to be aware of their carbon footprint
impacts, along with associated measures or suggestions to reduce this invoice. The passive tracking of data from citizens (with a considerable number of users) could generate
useful data about mobility habits and be used to improve citizens’ mobility.
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